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BEHAVIORAL CHANGE IN CHILDREN SEEN AT THE 
FORT HAYS KANSAS STATE COLLEGE PSYC I1OLOGICAL SERVICE CENTER 
by 
Charles R. Befort 
(An Abstract) 
This thesis reports researc h concerning t he services 
rendered by t he Fort Hays Kansas State College Psyc hological 
Service Center. Its main purpose was to collect information 
to determine t he effectiveness of t he se services. It at-
tempted (1) to discover t he be havioral c hanges t hat had 
taken place in children who were seen at t he Fort Hay s Clinic 
during t he fiscal year 1961-62, two years prior to t his 
study, (2) to determine if t hese be navioral c hanges were 
more or less adaptive t han t t ose displayed in 1961 and 1962, 
and (3) to draw some general conclusions about the nature of 
t hese c hanges and t he part t he Fort Hays Clin ic played in 
bringing t hem about. 
Information about each c hild's condition at the time 
of t he study was obtained by means of que s tionnaire s sent 
to parents and ot her parties. Twent y-eig ht (28) c hi ldren 
met t he survey method's requirements and became t he N. 
Parents, various second parties, and judges all too k part 
in the process of determining if i mprovement had taken 
place; if the clinic's services played a role in t he final 
outcome; and if the parents and second parties considered 
the trip they had made to t he clinic as wort hwhile. 
The general conclusions reac hed were t hese: 
hig h percentage of the children s howed improvement, 
(1) a 
(2) t he 
clinic's services most likely played a role in t he outcome, 
and (3) t hese services are considered wort hwhile by t he 
parents and other parties. Other questions of experi-
mental interest were discussed and ways to improve t he 
survey method were suggested. 
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The Fort Ha ys Psyc hological Service Center i s loca t ed 
on t he campus of Fort Hays Kansas State College, rlays, 
Kansas. It was establis hed in 1932 to provide psyc hologi-
cal services to t he c hildren and yout h of Western Kansa s . 
The funds required to run t he clinic are provided by t he 
State of Kansas. 
The majority of c hildren seen at t he clinic are of 
elementary sc hool age. Referrals are made by sc hool per-
sonnel, social welfare agencies, private physicians , minis-
ters and by parents t hemselves. Many of t he case s are 
routine in that t he y deal wit h c hildren of very low intel-
lectual ability wit h no ot her presenting problems. These 
are given intellectual evaluations to determine t heir 
elegibility to enter special education clas ses. These 
cases are not included in t he study . Ot her presenting 
symptoms include t he entire array of mental and emot i onal 
and psyc hological problems of c hildren. Approximately 
two hundred (200) c hildren are seen eac h year wit h t hi s 
number growing rapidly. 
Nearly all of the c hildren are seen at t he center 
only once for a total of about t hree hours. This t hree-
hour period involves up to nine man- hours since as many 
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as three persons (the clinic staff member and two graduate 
student assistants) collaborate in t he psyc hological sur-
vey. In this t hree- hour period an assessment of intellec-
tual and emotional functioning of t he c hild i s ma de. 
Interviews wit h t he parents or g uardians, and sometimes 
t he teachers, are included in t hi s proces s . Findings 
are t nen discussed wit h t he parents and teac hers (and, 
at times, t he c hild), and recommendations are made. Re-
ports of t he finding s and recommendations are usually 
sent to t he a g ency initiating t he referral, or to t he 
person most involved in carrying out t he recommendations 
(ot her t han t he parents). 
At times, c hildren are seen on a continued treat-
ment basis when it is felt t hat t his furt her relations hip 
(counseling, play t herapy, etc.) will be beneficial. 
Parents are usually seen at t h i s time to he lp t hem under-
stand and learn more abo ut t heir c hild a nd his p roblems . 
T he small staff places l i mits on t he number of c hildr e n 
who can be seen on a continued ba s is. 
The staff is made up of t hree clinical psy c holog ists 
who are half time in t he center and half time in teac hing 
at Fort Hays Kansas State College. They do t he bul k of 
the interviewing and test interpretation and make most of 
the recommendationso Psyc hology g raduate students, under 
the supervision of the psyc hologists, assist in t he clinic's 
activities as part of their training in clinical psy-
chology. In this way, the center serves an important 
teaching function. 
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As can be seen from t he above description, many 
of the children are never heard of or seen by t he staff 
members again. The effect of t he clinic's recommenda-
tions was not known. This survey was intended to suppl y 
information as to t he effects of t he clinic's efforts. 
CHAPTER II 
PROC~DURAL CONSIDERATIONS 
Criteria of Improvement 
In attempting to evaluate t he Fort ha ys Clinic, t ne 
determination of what constitutes psyc hological improve-
ment was seen as t he most difficult problem . A purely 
objective method of measuring "improvement" due to treat-
ment (whatever it may be) does not now exist, and it is 
doubtful that one ever will . Many studies have attempted 
to solve this problem by employing tests (e. g ., M M PI, 
Wechsler , Rorschac h, etc .), or suc h criteria as leng t r of 
stay in a mental institution and number of disc harges, or 
a complete diagnosis of t he patient . These measures are 
applied before and after (and sometimes during ) treatment 
and tnen the credit for any c nanges wnlc n oc cur is at-
tributed to t he treatment procedure (e . g . , Cadman, 1954 ; 
Barrow, 1955; Peters , 1951; Berg, 1952). 
ost studies dealing wit h t he outcome of treatment 
are concerned wit ri c nanges in personality, I.Q ., inter e s ts, 
attitude, ego-structure, etc . hile speculation a bout 
changes in t hese areas is interesting , t he primary con-
cern for t he parents and teac hers l s in t he adaptiveness 
or normality of t he client's be havior . Changes in per-
sonality, attitude, ego-structure, etc ., if not accom-
panied by changes in t he maladaptive be havioral pattern 
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(if this is indeed possible), are useless and contrary 
to the practical goals of psychological treatment. 
Pascal and Zax (1956) state tnis about the goals 
of psychotherapy: 
By all means let us make the patient's ego-de-
fenses more suitable. Let us change his attitudes 
about himself and others. But these have no signifi-
cance if they are not reflected in tbe behavior of 
the patient as it is displayed in the environment 
in which he nas to 11 ve . 1vlaking ego-defenses more 
suitable (or what have you) may be an hypothesis 
concerning a way to effect behavioral change but it 
cannot be used as a criterion. Neither can unvali-
dated tests and questionnaires (no matter how mucn 
they are Q-sorted) be used as criteria. If the 
ultimate purpose of psychotherapy is to effect be-
havioral change (and it has to be} then behavior 
must be the criterion. This proposition not only 
makes sense but it gets us closer to the science of 
psychology (Pascal and Zax , 1956). 
The main task of ttis project was to compare the 
on going behavior of the children who were seen at the 
Fort tays Psychological Service Center about two years 
prior to this study witb the behavior the displayed at 
the time of tneir evaluation. The adaptiveness of tte 
behavior at t be time of this survey as compared to that 
of t he previous behavioral pattern was the criterion of 
improvement. Adaptiveness here refers to the degree in 
which the client's behaviors conform to the population 
norms. Adaptive behavior is behavior which falls witnin 
t he normal, expected, acceptable range of behaviors, and 
unadaptive behavior is behavior which does not fall within 
t his range. It must be kept in mind t r1a t adaptiveness is 
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not black or white. Some behaviors can be considered 
more or less adaptive t han ot hers just as t hey can be 
considered as more or less normal t han ot hers. Therefore 
when speaking of t he adaptiveness of be havior, a place on 
the continuum from very abnormal to very normal is being 
designated wit h t he normal being the most adaptable and 
desirable. 
Control 
By employing t he procedure outlined above, a control 
factor is included . In t his survey, an "after treatment" 
measure was taken and compared wit r. a ''before treatment" 
measure obtained approximately two years ago from t he same 
subjects. This met hod of ''self-control," using t he same 
group for bot h the control and experimental p hases, while 
not perfect, is probably t he best t hat can be done in t his 
particular situation . It was suggested t ,at "drop-outs," 
children who did not keep t heir appointments, could be 
used as a separate control group. however, several factors 
ruled out this idea. By using only 11 drop-outs 11 and compar-
ing them with children who did not "drop-out," an uncon-
trolled variable could possibly have been introduced; t nat 
is, there may be some factor whic h is present in t hose who 
do not keep appointments (parents or ot hers) whic h make 
them unlike the clients t hat do keep t heir appointments. 
Two other reasons made t his procedure unfeasible. 
(1) There are few 11 drop-outs, 11 and (2) t he clinic has 
no records on t hese "drop-out 11 c hildren from whic h a 
11 before treatrnent 11 measure could be made. Any attempt 
to obtain t hese measure s from parents, teac hers, etc. 
would have been untrustwort hy due to t he unreliability 
of hwnan memory. This same reasoning wa s used to rule 
out the suggestion t hat a control group be made up of 
c hildren who needed help two years pr i or to t his study 
but were not referred or treated for various reasons. 
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The biggest question in regard to using t he self-
control met hod is t his: How can one definitely say t hat 
t he changes are due to the treatment? This can be asked 
even of those studies wit h control groups. This question 
had to be kept in mind when t he results were interpreted 
and the conclusions drawn. 
Ot her considerations 
Regardless of t he result s obtained, it would be 
difficult to state what part t he clinical experience ha d 
on t he outcome. For instance, if t he later be havioral 
pattern of the client is more adaptive, t he causes can 
be, and probably would be, due to more t han t his one ex-
perience. If t he behaviors were t he same at t he time of 
this study as they were before, it mig ht be postulated 
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that the clinical session had no effect. However, the 
session may have been the cause that the behaviors became 
no worse; or, perhaps it had harmful effects and kept the 
more adaptive behavior from developing. Speculations along 
these lines, whatever the differences in be haviors, are 
numberless. With the results in hand, however, one's 
speculations hopefully have more merit. 
One of the biggest reasons that it is difficult to 
assess the degree that t he clinical visit played in t he 
behavioral changes is that the Fort Hays Clinic sees t he 
client for a total of only tnree hours. Since t his is the 
only contact, it can easily be realized t ha t many factors 
beside the clinical session can enter in to alter behavior. 
Many of the recommendations made by t he clinic in-
clude referrals to other clinics, hospitals, out-patient 
centers, special school courses and programs. and t he like. 
At other times, instructions are given to the parents, 
teachers, friends, or to the clients t~emselves. And, as 
mentioned earlier, some clients are seen at t he clinic for 
individual therapy. Thus, it can be seen that t he Fort 
Hays Clinic's effectiveness depends upon t he correctness 
of its referrals; t he advice it gives and t he deg ree to 
which it is followed; and the results of its own t herapy 
program. 
It can now be seen that the part the clinic plays 
in treatment is usually indirect. Mental hospitals, 
counselors, school programs (etc.) to which some clients 
are referred may have to take much of the credit or 
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blame for the outcome. In the cases of 11 therapy" by the 
parents, teachers (etc.), the results of treatment depend 
upon the skills of the advised. However, in these cases 
the clinic has more direct bearing for it determines what 
advice is given to these 11 laymen 11 who can only trust and 
follow blindly. In those instances where the advice is 
not followed, the credit for success, or blame for failure, 
can't all be given to the clinic. 
One must be careful, however, to avoid overlooking 
the importance of the clinic in all of these circumstances. 
Good evaluations, recommendations, and referrals are very 
important factors in any psychological treatment procedure. 
CHAPTER III 
THE SURVEY METHOD 
Statement of Purpose 
The purpose of t his study was to determine t he 
effectiveness of the services rendered by t he Fort Hays 
Kansas State College Psyc hological Service Center . To 
accomplis h this, three main steps, purposes in t hemselves, 
were necessary . They were: (1) to discover t he be havioral 
changes t hat had taken place in children who were seen at 
the Fort hays Clinic in 1961 and 1962, two years before 
t his study; (2) to determine if t hese be havioral c hanges 
were more or less adaptive than those displayed in 1961 
and 1962; (3) to draw some general conclusions about t he 
nature of these changes and the part the Fort Hays Clinic 
played in bringing them about . 
Subjects 
The children who were studied were seen at the Fort 
hays Kansas State Psychological Service Center during 1961 
and 1962 . Each S also met each of t hese criteria . 
1 . Demonstration of an I .Q. of at least 80 at 
the time of t he visit to the center . 
2 . Living at t he time of the study. 
3. Cooperation of his parents {guardians) and 
teachers or other party with the surveyor . 
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4 . Records of his psychological evaluation were 
available to the surveyor . 
It was decided t hat only c hildren seen about two 
years prior to t he study would be used since in a two 
year period some changes from nearly any type of effec-
tive treatment can be expected. Anot her reason that 
these children were chosen is that it seems t hat much 
more accurate and complete records were kept at t hat time 
than in t he previous years. 
An I . Q. of at least 80 was required to eliminate 
those cases in which improvement to a 11 normal 11 function-
ing level cannot be expected. Many of t he c hildren wit h 
very low intellectual ability were seen only for testing 
so they could obtain proper credentials to al low t hem to 
attend special classes for the mentally retarded. Thus 
mongoloids, the severely brain damaged, etc. were not 
included in t his survey . 
The second and third numbered items were required 
for obvious reasons . As for the fourth item, clinical 
records on each cnild were needed so that t he maladaptive 
behavior or "before treatment measures could be deter-
mined and supply t his surveyor wit h suc h information as 
name, age, address, etc . 
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During the process of extracting information f rom 
the files several potential subjects were rejected for 
several reasons. These included c hildren who were seen 
at t he clinic for evaluation only. These were t he case s 
in whic h t he purpose in seeing t he c hildren was to deter-
mine intellectual level for adoption purposes, to s upp l y 
information needed by t he sc hools, or to f ill requests 
by ot her agencies for simple evaluations . Reports in 
whic h no recommendations were made and cases in whic h 
t he sub jects were older t han twent y were not included. 
In all, sixty-nine (69) c hildren fitted t he 
general requirements. To t ~eir parents (g uardians) and 
teac hers or ot her parties were sent letters asking for 
information. Requirement number t hree was considered 
met when t his information was supplied. Twenty-eight 
of t he sixty-nine met all of t hese requirements and be-
came t he N. 
Data Collection 
Two sources of information concerning on going 
be havior were required. The parents or guardians were 
asked to supply one description, and t he part y to whom 
the clinical report was sent was req uested to provide 
the second estimate of be havior. Usuall y t his second 
party was a teac her, principal or counselor of t he c hild. 
At times it was a doctor or friend. 
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The collection of t he be havioral data was done 
entirely through correspondence. Eac h request for in-
formation contained (1) a form letter explaining t he 
general nature of t he survey, t he purpose, and a request 
for cooperation; (2) a special questionnaire constr~cted 
individually for each client to be filled out by t he 
addressee; and (3) a self-addre s sed, postage paid busi-
ness reply enve lope to be sent bac k to t he clinic wit h 
t he requested information. 
In several cases (about two dozen), in order to 
increase t he number of replies, a second request or re-
minder letter was sent when no r esponse to t he first wa s 
received . This wa s done only in cases where one of t he 
two required letters had been received. It was felt t hat 
when neit her party replied to t he first letter t he c hances 
of obtaining cooperation from bot h by us ing a s econd re-
quest were low and was not wort h t he time and effort. 
Also, whenever t he second requests were left unanswered, 
t he case was discarded. This approac h may be criticized 
because obvious variables may have been introduced into 
the survey. However, it was decided t hat t hese reque s ts 
would not be pressed furt her because of t he possible 
occurance of harmful effects whic t may be a result of 
reviving an already tender and precarious situation . 
Sargent (1960) reports t hat in general we do not know 
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what effects the follow-up communication may have, but 
she warns: "Caution, at least, is indicated. The surgeon 
does not reopen wounds to see how t he healing process has 
come along. 11 ---(p. 497). 
The Form Letter. The main purpose of t he form letter was 
to explain t he general nature of t he survey and its purpose, 
to ask for cooperation, and to give overall instructions. 
It was stamped wit h t ne word "confidential" in red, and 
signed by t he clinic director. The contents of t his letter 
and t he one used in t he second requests are included in 
Appendix A. 
The Questionnaire. Eac h questionnaire differed depending 
upon t he devient be haviors attributed to eac h client at 
the time of t he original interview. An attempt was made 
to design eac h inquiry so t hat it would take little effort 
on t he part of t he interviewee to g ive information. Us-
ually a check mark or a one-word "fill-in" was all t hat 
was required. It was necessary, however, t hat the inf or-
mer write some comments in essay form. This was t he case 
where he had to make an estimate of S's be havior and list 
and explain any other noteworthy facts about t he client. 
There, were four requests t hat were present in every 
questionnaire. These were: (1) to list and describe any 
current problems or symptoms t he subject had t hat he did 
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not seem to have two years previously; (2) to rate t he 
child as improved or worse, wit h regard to certain indi-
cated be haviors; (3) to indicate on an eig ht point scale 
how closely t hey believed t he recommendations g iven to 
them at the clinic were followed; and (4 ) to indicate 
(if t hey could decide) whet her or not t be trip to t he 
clinic was wort riwhile. An example be l1.avioral description 
is given in Appendix B, and a que s tionnaire is included 
in Appendix C. 
There were usually some differences between t he 
questionnaires sent to t he parents and t hose sent to t he 
party who received t he orig inal clinical report. These 
differences were generally slight and aimed at getting 
the best picture of the client's be havior at t he time of 
this study. 
Treatment of Data 
When two questionnaires ha d been f illed out and 
returned, t he surveyor combined the replies into one 
estimate of t he client's condition. At times t he infor-
mation given by one party differed from t hat supplied by 
t he other concerning t he be havior of t he same c hild. 
Some~ priori rules were followed in resolving t hese dif-
ferences. For instance, when t he be havior of t he subject 
in sc hool was in question (grade, playground activity, etc.) 
the judgment of a teacher was used rat her t han a parent's. 
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The opposite was the case in regard to home or private 
matters (bed-wetting, nightmares, etc . ) . At other times 
the behaviors described were considered situational. 
That is, a parent might state that the child fights 
often and his teacher might say that he has never seen 
him figr.t . The behavioral description here would be, 
"Fights at home .tt Also, several times the data supplied 
by the two respondents were combined into something of 
an average. 
In cases where tGe differences were not so easily 
solvable, this surveyor asked collegues to determine what 
the descriptions should be. For the entire project this 
had to be done approximately a half -dozen times. 
When this information has been compiled, tte sur-
veyor had two behavioral descriptions for each client; 
one from the clinic records outlining his bebRvior as it 
was at the time he was seen, and one portraying his be-
havior as it was at the time of this study, two years 
later . 
Each new description was then transcribed to a 
form which resembled the original as closely as possible. 
Tne variations between the two were often in words of 
degree. For instance, the word 11 average" on the original 
may have changed to 11 above average" on the second de-
scription. 11 Fair 11 may have been substituted for 11 poor, 11 
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etc. Numerical estimates and the like could also vary. 
For instance, tt1 asthma attack per day" on one form may 
have become 11 2 asthma attacks per day" on the other form. 
At times it was necessary to add a sentence or two for 
behaviors and symptoms which had appeared during the two 
years; and sometimes it was necessary to delete descrip-
tions of maladaptive behaviors which had disappeared. 
In any case, the two descriptions were as physically 
alike as possible in order that there were no clues as 
to which one described on going behavior and which one 
was a description of behavior at the time of the visit. 
Examples of two such forms are given in Appendix D. 
Three judges used these two descriptions to deter-
mine the direction and amount of behavioral change for 
each client. This three-judge panel consisted of clini-
cal psychologists not associated with the Fort hays Clinic. 
Each judge had to evaluate each client's progress indi-
vidually and the surveyor combined the ratings to arrive 
at one final estimate for each subject. Every judge was 
asked to determine which description was characteristic 
of a more maladaptive pattern of behavior, and then to 
estimate how much difference there was between it and the 
remaining description. 
The instructions that were given to each judge to be 
followed for each pair of descriptions were as follows: 
Read each of the two descriptions carefully and 
decide which portrays the more devient (maladaptive) 
or undesirable pattern of behavior. After this, 
assume that the one you've chosen is a description 
of the condition of the client when he was first 
seen at the Fort Hays State Psychological Service 
Center approximately two years ago. Then consider 
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the other description as being the behavior the client 
is now exhibiting. On tbe contimrnm supplied with 
each pair of descriptions rate with a check mark the 
degree to which the client has improved (amount of 
improvement the latter description shows over the 
former). In the box in the right hand corner, give 
the number (1 or 2) of the description you are rating 
as showing improvement. 
The continuum that was used was five inches long 
and labeled "Little Improvement" on the left end and "Great 
Improvement 11 on the right. The word "moderate" was printed 






Figure 1. Continuum used by the judges to rate amount 
of improvement. 
A check mark at any point along the continuum gave 
a judged estimate of the amount of improvement. For in-
stance, a c he ck mark two and one-half (2i) inches from 
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the left end was interpreted as moderate improvement or, 
operationally, two and one-half inches of improvement. 
This data from the judges gave t he surveyor infor-
mation concerning t he direction of c hange and an estimate 
of amount of change. In t hose cases where t he be havioral 
description chosen as least adaptive was t he behavior 
displayed by the client at the time of the study, t his 
surveyor designated the direction of c hange as poorer. 
The judged amount of change in this case was estimated 
by merely transferring t he judgment of improvement to a 
same-sized scale labeled "Great Deal Worse" on the left 
to "A Little Worsell on t be rig ht. The words "moderately 
worse 11 were entered in parent hesis at t he center of the 








Continuum used when the client's behavior 
had become more devient. 
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time of this study had temper tantrums twice as often as 
he did two years before, his former behavior pattern 
would be judged as more adaptive and probably rated as 
moderately to greatly improved. The client's on going 
behavior would then be designated as more maladaptive 
and be rated as moderately to a great deal worse. The 
total scale, therefore, would appear as in Figure 3. 
The solid cneckmark on the scale represents the 
rating given by the judges for the behavioral pattern 
of two years before, and the dotted check mark ( ,/) on 
the left signifies the rating the later, more devient 
behavior would receive . 
In combining the judges' ratings, the surveyor 
took into account all three estimates. In deciding the 
direction of change, the majority opinion (two judges) 
ruled. In ueciding the amount of change, the median 
estimate in inches from tbe left of the "improvement" 
continuum was used . For instance, if one judge placed 
his check mark four (4) inches from the left end; another 
three (3) inc hes ; and the third two (2) inches, the median 
of three (3) inches was used as the point of the combined 
improvement estimate. In this case the improvement would 
have been estimated as moderate or, in operational terms, 
"t hree inches of improvement . " In cases where one of the 
judges disagreed with the second and third in regard to 
Great Deal 





Figure 3. Total rating scale. 
Note: An area for estimates stating that the descriptions 
are alike was not included. It was decided that it 
was unlikelj that behavior and amount of deviency 






the direction of change, t he amount of change was still 
determined by using t he median . 
Analysis of Data 
After t he data had been collected, eac h subject 
had (1) a combined judge's rating of 11 improved 11 or 
"worse," (2) a rating of "improved" or "worse" from t he 
parents, and (3) a similar rating from t he second party. 
e also had ( 4 ) an e s timate in inches as to t he amount of 
improvement or deterioration of his be havior from t he 
judges. There were three (5) estimates of t he degree to 
wnic h t r;e directions that were g iven in t he clinic were 
followed . One was from t he parents, anot her from t he 
second party, and the combined from which was averaged 
from the parents and second party ' s rating s on t he second 
last item on the questionnaire . And, from t he 1~st item 
on the questionnaire eac h subject received a ~6) 11 yes," 
11 no, 11 or 11 cannot decide" response from t he parents and 
second party in regard to t he 11 wort hwhileness 11 of t he 
trip to the clinic (See Appendix C) . 
In an attempt to determine t he role played by t he 
clinic in be havioral change, t he main statistical com-
putations were the correlation coefficients run between 
t he estimated amount of improvement and t he estimated 
degree to whic h t he advice given in t he clinic was followed . 
Thus a significant positive correlation would indicate 
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that as the degree to which the clinical recommendations 
were followed went up, the higher the amount of improve-
ment in the subject. To simplify calculation t he opera-
tional estimates of improvement were all transferred to 
positive numbers ranging from 1 to 10. On t he complete 
scale (Figure 3) a minus five inc hes (-5) became a zero 
(0) and a plus five inches (+5) became a ten (10). The 
value each subject received was then t he distance in 
inches from the left end of t he continuum to toe point 
of his judged amount of improvement. His value for t he 
degree to which t he clinical advice was followed was 
that reported by his parents, the second party, and also 
the value made up of the simple mean between the parents' 
and second party's rating on the eight unit continuwn. 
In cases where only one party of each pair made this 
estimate (3 cases) t he value c hosen by t he ot her was used. 
Various other computations (usually x2 ) were run 
between several variables and will be described in t he 
next chapter. Often these latter procedures were carried 
out to answer questions of experimental interest rat ber 
than for direct purposes of this survey. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
A total of 162 questionnaires , including the second 
" reminder" letters, were sent. Of these, 79 were returned 
to the clinic . Five were blank either because the child's 
parents had moved to an unknown address or the teachers or 
doctors involved had not had any associations wit h the 
client after the clinical visit . Of the 74 remaining, 39 
were from parents and 35 were from second parties . 
Breaking down the total, 37 of the 39 estimates of 
the parents stated that the children had improved . One 
child ' s parents reported that he had gotten worse although 
they noted several areas in which he had improved and did 
not mention any new problems . The parents of the last 
child stated that they couldn ' t decide if there had been 
improvement or not . 
Of tee 35 questionnaires returned by the second 
parties , 26 children were reported as having improved, 2 
stayed the same , and 3 became worse . On 4 questionnaires 
no decision was made . 
Another observation based on the entire 74 responses 
is that concerning the worthwhileness of the trip to the 
clinic . Of the 39 estimates of the parents, 32 agreed it 
was worthwhile , 5 could not decide and 2 said it was not 
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worthwhile. For the 35 estimates from the second parties, 
30 reported that the trip was worthwhile, 4 could not de-
cide and 1 said it was not worthwhile . 
Of the total of 74 returned questionnaires, 56 
paired up to supply the required two sources for each sub-
ject, thus making the usable N equal to 28. The data for 
these subjects , including the combined judges' estimates, 
are listed in Appendix E . Table I is a summary of the 
ratings of improvement and non-improvement. As can be 
seen, all of the children were considered improved by the 
TABLE I 
Summary of the ratings of 
improvement and non-improvement 
(N = 28) 
Non-Improved 
Raters Improved (same; worse; 
cannot decide) 
Parents 28 0 
Second Parties 23 5 







parents and 23 or 82% were rated as such by both the second 
parties and the judges (combined judges ' estimates) . The 
ratings of improvement and non-improvement were not signifi-
cantly different between any of the three sources (corrected 
x2 = 3 . 51; P> .06). As for agreement on individual cases, 
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the judges in combination and the second parties , of course, 
disagreed with the parents on five occasions. As for the 
judges and second parties, although both agreed that there 
were 82% improved, they did not agree closely as to which 
cases did not improve (X2 = • 016; P > . 80; contingency co-
eff ic ien t = . 024) . 
The agreement between the parents and the second 
parties regarding the worthwhileness of the trip was quite 
close. Twenty-three of the parents and 24 of the second 
parties stated that the trip was worthwhile . Two parents 
and only one second party reported that the trip was not 
worthwhile . Three of each could not decide. The agree-
ment between the parents and second parties was quite close . 
There was only one major disagreement where the parent 
stated that the trip was not worthwhile with the correspond-
ing party reporting that it was . (See Appendix E .) 
In regard to the degree to which the directions 
given in the clinic were followed, both the parents' and 
the second parties' estimates ranged from "very little'j (2) 
to "very closely" (7) . The resulting combined range was 
from "a little less than half-way 11 (4) to "very closely" 
(7). The mean for the parents was 5.9 with a standard devi-
ation of 1 . 22 . The mean for the second parties was 5.6 with 
a standard deviation of 1 . 47 . The combined mean was 5 . 8 
with a standard deviation of . 95 . 
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The range of the operational amounts of improve-
ment (after they were placed on the ten-unit continuum) was 
from 4.37 inches to 7.38 inches. The mean was 5 . 58 inches 
with a standard deviation of .89. In their raw form 
(medians) these estimates had a mean of .58 with a standard 
deviation of .83. 
The correlation coefficient between amount of im-
provement as determined by all the judges and the combined 
estimates of the degree to which the advice given in the 
clinic was followed was -.08. Correlation coefficients were 
also calculated between the judges' combined estimates of 
amount of improvement and (1) the parents' and (2) the 
second parties' individual estimates of degree to which the 
advice was followed . The former correlation equaled .07 
and the latter was -.16. None was significant. 
Of experimental interest were the stat~ s tics dealing 
with the data from the three judges. These data are in-
cluded in Table II . Judge No . 1 rated 24 (85%) children as 
improved, and judges 2 and 3 rated 22 (79%) children as im-
proved. The difference is not significant (corrected 
x2 = • 12; P .> • 70) • 
The mean amount of improvement according to judge 
No . 1 was . 65 inches with a standard deviation of .76. For 
the second judge the mean was .69 inches with a standard 
deviation of . 96 ~ and judge 3 had a mean of . 85 inches with 
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a standard deviation of 1 . 20 . The means were not signifi-
cantly different, including the combined mean . 
Of importance was the inter-judge rel iability co-
efficients because of the effect it had on the coefficients 
between estimated amount of improvement and degree to which 
the recommendations made in the clinic were followed. The 
values were r = .34 between Judges 1 and 2, r = .30 between 
Judges 1 and 3, and r = . 58 between Judges 2 and 3 . Only 
the latter coefficient was significant (P< . 01) . It should 
be noted that agreement about direction of improvement 
among the judges was quite high . Of the 28 judgments made, 
all three judges agreed 25 times, while each judge agreed 
with each other judge 26 times . (See Table II.) 
TABLE II 
Individual judges' ratings 
Subj . JUD3-E No . 1 JUDGE No . 2 JUDGE No . 3 
No . 
Improved (I) Improved ( I) Improved ( I) 
- Not - Not - Not 
Improved (NI ) Amount Improved (NI)Amount Improved (NI) 
Amount 
1 NI . 06 NI . 06 NI .19 
2 I . 19 I 1.13 I .25 
3 I 2 . 75 I 1.13 I 2 . 25 
4 I . 75 I 2 . 38 I 2 . 38 
5 I . 56 I 2 . 31 I 2 . 38 
6 I 1.50 I . 63 I . 31 




8 I . 38 I 1.00 NI .13 
9 I . 50 I . 19 I . 38 
10 I . 75 I 2 . 00 I . 44 
11 I . 75 I 2 . 31 I 4.75 
12 I . 25 I 1.00 I 2 . 25 
13 NI . 25 NI . 50 NI 2 . 2::, 
14 I . 88 I 1.06 I . 31 
15 I 2 . 19 NI . 44 I • Lj )1 
16 I . 63 NI . 50 NI 2 . 25 
17 I 1.75 I . 06 I . 25 
18 NI . 06 NI 1.13 NI . 38 
19 I . 50 I . 50 I :? . 31 
20 I • :)0 I . 06 I .31 
21 I . :)0 I . 06 I . 19 
22 I . 31 I . Ob I . 2:) 
23 I . 63 I 1.75 I l-1 . 75 
24 I . 13 NI . 44 NI . 2:) 
25 I . 50 I . 13 I 2 . 06 
26 I . 06 I . 06 I . 2:, 
27 I . 75 I 1.44 I 2 . 31 
28 I 1 . 91~ I 2.36 I . 38 
Cl.APTER V 
DISCUSSION 
The main purpose of this study was to determine the 
effectiveness of the services rendered by the Fort Hays 
Clinic. To do this, three steps were outlined and carried 
out . 
The first one was to discover the behavioral c hanges 
that had taken place in children who were seen at the clinic 
two years prior to this study. The 74 returned and comple-
ted questionnaires supplied this information. rs it reason-
able to assume that this sample is representative? It 
definitely is not and was not planned to be a sample of the 
entire clinic's client population. It deals only wit h those 
c hildren who mett l e requirements outlined in Chapter III, 
the total of which is approximately one-third of t he client 
population. The assumption that the Ss of t his project made 
up a representative sample of this one-third is difficult 
to make. An obvious variable, t he effects of whic n are not 
known, is not accounted for in t he sample. rt is t hat 
factor that makes some people respond to correspondence 
and others not . Perhaps t he people who do reply are more 
conscientious in general and this could be a factor in 
bringing about behavioral improvement in children . 
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It is generally agreed that response to inquiries 
made through the mails will be low. It is felt t hat the 
response to the requests made in this survey (about 50 per 
cent) is typical and thus t he sample is representative in 
t his respect. Also, since most sc hools were closed for t he 
summer at the time of the survey, it is likely t hat many 
questionnaires were not received due to vacationing teac hers, 
parents, etc . No re sponse from t hese people can not simply 
be interpreted as a lack of interest or hostility toward t he 
clinic . 
As far as actual behaviors were concerned, the 
questionnaires were usually filled out completely, thus 
giving the surveyor information about t he current status of 
past devient be haviors . very seldom were new or recently 
appearing devient behaviors reported. This was reassuring 
because it was generally consistant with the r atings whic h 
concluded that most of the children had improved. 
One of the most difficult tasks concerning behavioral 
c hanges was to discover and t hen put down on paper tho se 
changes which were small and which referred to data that 
were almost unquantifiable . Whenever t he c hanges were in 
such areas as grades in sc t ool, this task was fairly simple. 
But in cases such as stuttering , where t ne reply mig ht be, 
11 Yes, he stutters, but not quite as badly as he used to," 
the task of transferring the notion of a bit of improvement 
or' H U6t< I\ 
RT AYS KANSAS TATE ,..Ol l 
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without giving away time sequences was difficult and was 
usually not attempted. Both the "before" and ''after 11 
descriptions carried the single word, stutters. This fac-
tor could, of course, partially account for t ½e bigher 
number of improved ratings by t he parents since t hey were 
aware of these small improvements. 
On t he whole, the lack of sensitivity of t he 
questionnaire method limits the exactness of the be hav-
ioral descriptions . However, it seems to be accurate for 
gross or outstanding be haviors whic h are naturally the 
target and concern of any kind of therapy. It is improve-
ment on these behaviors t hat one is usually most concerned 
about . 
Anot her matter of concern was the possibility of 
surveyor bias in converting and transcribing t ne ques-
tionnaire information. As was mentioned in Chapter III, 
some~ priori rules were followed. These served as one 
c heck whic h , it is hoped, kept bias down. 
A second purpose of t his study was to determine if 
the behavioral c hanges were more or less adaptive than t hose 
displayed previously . There was general agreement between 
the parents, second parties, and judges t nat t hese be hav-
iors had become more adaptive . The parents all agreed t hat 
improvement had taken place. l any reasons, suc h as close 
emotional ties, strong desires to see improvement, tendencies 
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to magnify small gains and disregard setbacks, etc. all can 
be offered to attempt to explain this hi gh percentage of 
improvement responses for the parents. However, the tea-
c hers, principals, doctors, etc . , a more objective group 
of raters one would think, also showed general agreement 
with the parents that there had been a large number of im-
provements . Althougt1 it can be seen that they too could 
possibly be involved much like the parents, and perhaps 
even more so because of professional pride, it would seem 
that their estimates give more authority to and help con-
firm the ratings of the parents. The judges, too, al-
though they had to base their judgments on descriptions 
given by people who saw the subjects as improved, arrived 
at the same conclusions as far as t ne number of improved 
children is concerned. 
There are, of course, ot her factors to consider 
which may have biased the overall estimates. One of these 
factors is the absence of information about 23 of the 
original possible 69 . That the survey~ (28) approximates 
the actual total of improved children is a possibility. 
However, this c hance would seem slight when one considers 
that the trend is the same in the returned questionnaires 
that did not pair up (67%). Another factor to consider in 
regard to the large amount of improvement estimates is 
that there was undoubtedly some hesitancy to answer, "No, 
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you didn ' t help us , " to an agency t hat gave t hem professional 
s ervices free, and which was evidently desirous of receiving 
a ffirmative replies . 
The only estimate as to amount of improve ment is fro m 
the judges . The mean of .58 inc hes for t he judges' combined 
estimate is on the "very little improvement" end of t ne con-
tinuum . However , t he range is from - . 63 ( 11 a little worse") 
to 2.38 (ttmoderate improvement") . The range, taking into 
account all of t he judges' individual scores, is from -2.25 
( 11 moderately worse") to 4.75 (" great deal of improvement") . 
Based upon these figures, it would appear that the bulk of 
t he improvement has been little to moderate . These labels 
themselves have no objective meaning but are genera lly used 
in rating amount of improvement (Eysenck, 1952; 1961; Levitt, 
1957) . Also , t he agreement between the judges in regard to 
amount of improvement for eac h case (inter- judge reliability ) 
is generally poor whic h suggests t bat t ney disagreed on wr..at 
was great improvement and what was little improve ment, al-
t houg h they were in high agreement as to whic h individuals 
i mproved and whic h got worse . 
A t hird purpose of t his researc h was to draw some 
conclusions about the nature of these be havioral c hange s , 
and t o discover t he part the clinic played in bringing t ~em 
about . 
The largest single category of problems centered 
around difficulties in sc hool . The changes described by 
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the parents and teachers were usually for t he better. 
The most frequent school problems dealt with grade average 
and reading ability. Of t he c hildren with grade problems 
twelve improved, two became worse, and about six stayed t r e 
same . Poor reading ability usually did not improve a great 
deal. Most of t he remaining be havioral c hanges were 
usually reductions in degree of severity of the problems 
reported two years earlier. These included t he whole 
range of problems whic h occur in t he c hild who is emotion-
ally disturbed. 
The attempt to correlate the estimated degree to 
whic h directions given in t he clinic were followed with the 
estimated amount of improvement was unsuccessful . The 
reasons for t his were (1) poor inter-judge reliability and 
(2) t he short range (4.5 - 7 for combined, and 2 - 7 for the 
parents and second parties uncombined) wit h only six pos-
sible values was too crude a measure to actually differen-
tiate the respondents on t he degree-to-w hic h-directions-were-
followed continuum. Althoug h t he coefficients were com-
puted and found to be insignificant (Chapter IV), t hey would 
seem to be quite meaningless. 
Just what effect t he experience at t t e clinic had on 
t he child and the parent is difficult to say. Nearly all 
t he respondents reported that t hey followed t ne recommenda-
tions or advice given in the clinic to some de gree (usually 
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half - way or more) . If this was t he case, then the exper-
ience did have some kind of effect. And since most of t he 
children apparently improved, it is possible t hat it facili-
tated behavioral change for the better . The parents and 
second parties agreed that t he trip was worthwhile, thereby 
giving some credit to the clinic . 
The results of t his study would generally seem to 
indicate that the disturbed c hildren seen at t he Fort Hays 
Clinic tend to improve . This large percentage (82%) of 
improved children might even please t he tax-paying layman. 
One might conclude, "Here is a state-owned establishment 
whose physical facilities consist of a half-dozen small 
rooms; whose staff is small and works only nalf-time; that 
processes approximately 200 'neurotic' c hildren eac h year; 
that ac hieves positive results in 16 4 of t hese cases; and 
that accomplishes all this in about three hours' time." 
Alt hough somewhat facetious, such a cursory glance at the 
data would lead to this conclusion. 
The big question here is: Just what part does the 
clinic play in these changes, or, in other words, is it ef-
fective? To be considered effective its methods would 
have to be able to result in improvement in more cases, or 
improvement in a shorter lengt h of time, t han would occur 
if these same or similar cases do not receive this treat-
ment . 
Tne difficulty arises wnen we attempt to find out 
h w many would improve without any treatment . If w c·n 
a sume 50% improvement witriout trea.tme t o r e u ts (82% 
improve-) wold be significantly gre te (cor •ect 1,2 
10.32; <. 01) • 
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.owever, :::ow mucn improvement can we re lly expect 
witb.o a~ treatment? Eysenck (192~) presents dat~ al-
ing with ad lts from various sources n co cl• des ta 
• 11 ro gr..ly two - tr .. irds of a gro p of e •otic p· t e .. ts 
wi recover or improve to a marke exte t witni I.JO t 
w yea.rs of tne onset of tneir illne..,s, wn tr..e t 'i y a · 
rea. e by means of psycrot enipy or ot" (p. 222). 
Eyse .ck, {1961) a ..,o rev ews many ..,t dies c ice~ 1 g 
oo cc il ren an adults ana ar_iv s ~t t e ge er~l con-
e , aio . t.r. e. tney 11 • • • ;:, gge st t ',c:.. t t e tr e ape tic f cts 
f syc, ... ot e apy are sma.11 or nor-e.xi t- t, a, a d • t 1 
y e ,ay a t t(.e .. o.- ecific ffect of 
. cJ.ti.e me ical t • &. t:Ii.8! t, or to .:;, C ev 1ts o .. c ! 
t,e 
pa. 8. t I eve yd~y Y.p • ie .. cc" ( . 72 ) . Levitt (19- n ·l 
. vie ..... m;;;,ny ut i s co ce ·ni g tc .. ffe.,t of p ye y 
gic~l t.c ., t.m t. he f !' r.c r vL f 
ta t r{ . 5% f C iL e. r.• V p! .. lem ... 
e to I' c:.. t t (. t 1: .. g 
.. 11 -
we fect1v ye r tic ) 1 m. :·ove it 
t 
' 
,. vLg 0 gic~ t_ ,;;tme t. T p ;- ce • ..... g .. of 1 
' , ve 
1-' C 
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children in an fl of 7,987 who~ treated was 73 . 27%, 
practically t he same as t he controls ' improvement percen-
tage . 
The percentag e of improved c ~ildren in t his study 
(82%) does not differ by a statistically significant de g ree 
from the 72 . 5% that, according to Levitt, would have im-
proved without having received any help (corrected x2 = 1 . 56; 
P ~. 20). Also the groups that Levitt s tudied were in many 
ways very similar to the g roup s seen at the Fort Ha y s 
Clinic. The time it took for improvement in t he controls 
was also consistant with t he time needed for improvement to 
appear in the children who were treated . 
Eysenck's and Levitt ' s reviews seem to have a strong 
~ase for the therapeutic effect of no therapy . However, 
the children who made up their control g roups were at least 
brought to a clinic for evaluation , t hus sho wing concern in 
the persons who referred them . Th is makes t he m quite dif-
ferent from children who were never referred . Also, t his 
situation is much like the Fort Hays Clinic's procedure, ex-
cept, supposedly, for the dispensing of advice . A control 
group made up of children with equal problems without any 
clinical experience is needed . 
~ore research is needed to ob tain a more complete 
picture of the clinic's achievement . The children who were 
seen at the clinic but not included in this surveyEbould be 
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studied to determine the success of the clinic in the 
areas of the mentally deficient and mentally retarded . 
Another factor that should be added is a control 
group to determine if improvement also takes place without 
tne clinical experience . One way in which this could be 
done is by asking for teachers' cooperation in pointing 
out ''problem" c hildren, diagnosing t hem in some discrete 
manner (group I . Q., projective and personality tests in the 
classroom) and re-evaluating and comparing t hem later wit h 
a similar group of children t t at did have the clinical 
experience . 
It is felt that the time used in preparing and send-
ing questionnaires could actually be used more advantageously 
by personally rediagnosing t he subjects . Despite t he large 
number of people contacted by t his surveyor, t he usable N 
was only 28 . This surveyor feels t hat his time ~ight have 
been better spent by personally rediagnosing t he subjects 
which would also have resulted in more accurate be t avioral 
estimates . 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This study attempted to determine the effectiveness 
of the Fort Hays Kansas State College Psychological Service 
Center. To do this it proposed (1) to discover the be-
havioral changes that had taken place in children who were 
seen at the clinic during the fiscal year, 1961-62, two 
years prior to this study, (2) to determine if these be-
havioral changes were more or less adaptive than those dis-
played two years earlier, and (3) to draw some general con-
clusions about the nature of these changes and the part the 
Fort Hays Clinic played in bringing them about. 
Information about each child's condition at the time 
of the study was sought by means of questionnaires sent to 
parents and other parties. Twenty-eight (28) ~hildren met 
the survey method's requirements and became the N. The 
parents and the various second parties were asked to decide 
if the children had improved or become worse; to report how 
closely they had followed the recommendations given to them 
during the visit to the clinic; and to rate the trip to 
the clinic as worthwhile or not worthwhile. 
Two behavioral descriptions, a "before" and an "after", 
were drawn up for each child. Three judges, clinical 
psychologists, were asked to decide if one of the pair showed 
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improvement over the other, and to estimate how much im-
provement there was (little to a great deal). Besides 
finding percentages and making other comparisons, correlation 
coefficients were determined between degree to which the 
directions given in the clinic were followed and the judged 
amount of improvement. Significant positive correlations 
would then (hopefully) indicate that tne clinic was involved 
in the improvement of the children and thus be considered 
effective. 
The conclusions drawn by the study were that a large 
percentage (82%) of the children were improved, that the 
clinic's role in the changes was probably a factor in the 
improvement, and that the services rendered by the clinic 
were considered worthwhile by the parents and other parties . 
It could not be decided if the number of improved was act-
ually greater than could be expected if the hildren had 
not had the clinical experience . It was also concluded that 
further research, a longitudinal study with a control group, 
would be necessary before more definite answers about the 
effectiveness of the Fort Hays Clinic could be given . 
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APPENDIXES 
APPENDIX A 
FORM LETTERS INCLUDED IN EAC 1i REQUEST FOR BEnAVIORAL INFORMATIO N 
r. and Mrs. John Doe 
(Address) 
Dear Mr. and Mrs. Doe, 
In order to continue bringing good service to t he people of 
Central and Western Kansas, t he staff of t he Fort Ea ys 
Kansas State College Psyc holog ical Service Center asks for 
your cooperation in evaluating its present clinical program. 
Wit h information supplied by you and ot hers we will better 
be able to judge l1ow effective our present procedures are 
and what c hanges are necessary . 
We have asked you to help wit h t his project because our 
records s how t hat you. bave been personally involved wit h 
t t e clinic and wit h a c hild t hat was seen here. This past 
association will make your information very valuable to u.s. 
Enclosed you will find a questionnaire and a self- addressed , 
stamped envelope. The questionnaire is so designed as to 
make it quick and easy to fill out. Please attempt to ans-
wer all of t he questions as accurately and as trut hfully as 
possible. If somet hing is not clear, mention i t and explain 
in your own words. Once t he questionnaire i s f i lled out, 
simply u.se t he self-addressed envelope and m_. il it. 
You may seek t he aid of any person who you believe can help 
you in providing t he correct information. If s ufficient 
space is not provided you may add extra sheets of paper. 
We wis h to inform you. t hat all t he information you disclose 
will be kept completely confidential. Please reply a s soon 
as possible. 
Thank you for your cooperation. 
Sincerely yours, 
William F. Gwynn, Ph .D. 
Director 
Mr . and Mrs . John Doe 
(Address) 
Dear Mr . and Mrso Doe, 
A short time ago you received a request asking for your 
cooperation in evaluating the existing program of the Fort 
hays Kansas State College Psychological Service Center. 
You were asked to fill out a questionnaire concerning a 
child that was seen here approximately two years ago. We 
nave not heard from you . We realize that it has been 
only a short time but we are attempting to complete this 
study within one more month. This means we will need 
your information within one week. If you can possibly 
find time, please fill out the questionnaire and mail it 
as soon as possible. 
Enclosed you will find another copy of the questionnaire 
(in case you ha\P mislaid yours) and a business reply en-
velope which is self-addressed and requires no postage . 
You may seek the aid of any person who you believe can 
telp you in providing the correct information . If suf-
ficient space is not provided you may add extra sheets of 
pape r . 
We wish to remind you that the information that you disclose 
will be kept confidential. Please reply as ~oon as possible . 
Thank you for your cooperation . 
oincerely yours, 
William F. Gwynn , Ph.D. 
Director 
P . s . If your information is on the way to us, please 
disregard this request. Thank you . 
APPENDIX B 
A SAMPLE LIST OF SYMPTOMS AND BE}AVIORS OBTAINED FROM A 
--HYPOTEETICAL CLINICAL REPORT -- -





Grades in school 
Other 
Age: 11 Sex: Male 
I.Q.: 96 
Sept . 10, 1960 
3 attacks per day 
Takes shots 
In school; du.ring meals 
at home 
"Do not see any value 
in it• II 
Poor 
Less than average; 
very poor reader 
Bites fingernails 
Slight spee t n impediment 
APPENDIX C 
A SAMPLE QUESTIONNAIRE DERIVED FROM THE INFORMATION GIVEN IN 
APPENDIX B--
Name of child: John Doe Jr. 
Seen at the clinic on September 10, 1960 
Please answer the following questions about Jo hn as 
accurately as possible: 
How many attacks of asthma does John now have on t he average 
eac h day? 
how often does he receive s hots for his asthma (if he still 
has asthma)? 
If John shows unusual nervousness, list wtlen and where and 
in what situations he is especially nervous: 
If he is seldom nervous, c heck here: 
How are John's study habits? 
D poor D fair 
( Check one) 
Dgood 
Taken as a whole, how are John's grades in school? (C heck one) 
D below average D average D above average 
List those subjects or skills at which John is especially 
good at or especially poor at. 
especially good at especially poor at 
Does John bite his fingernails? (Check one) Dyes Dno 
Below please write a short note and describe any problems 
or symptoms that John has now that he did not seem to have 
two years ago. 
S1nce John was seen at the clinic he has (Check one) . • improved • gotten-worse-
(Here we want your opinion) 
Please indicate below with a check mark how closely you 
believe the advice given to you by the Fort Hays Clinic 
was followed. 
sD Exactly 
1• Very Closely 
60 Fairly Closely 
so A Little More Than Half-way 
40 A Little Less Than iialf-way 
30 Fairly Little 
20 Very Little 
1D Not at All 
Do you feel the trip you made to the Psychological Service 
Center at Hays was worthwhile? (Check one) 
D Yes, was worthwhile 
D Cannot decide 
D No, was not worthwhile 
Signature ___________ _ 
Note: The last 3 items were included in every questionnaire. 
APPENDIX D 
DESCRI TIONS TAKEN FRO TI!E r:YPOTHETICAL CASE 
ame: Jo 
st.ma 




ttituae toward scr ol 
tu y abits 
rades in sc t ool 
t ers 
ame: Jo :tn Doe Jr . 
Ast a 
Nervousness 
Attitude toward school 
tudy abits 
Grades in school 
Ot ne rs 
Age : 11-13 
Sex: ale I.Q.: 96 
3 attacks per day 
Takes shots 
In school; during meals 
at home 
"Do not see any value 
in it . 11 
poor 
Less tban average 
Very poor reader 
i te s fingernails 
Slight speech impediment 
Sex: ale I.Q . : 96 
3 attacks per day 
takes s .ots 
During tests in scrool 
"OK except for reading" 
good 
average 
very poor reader 
Bites fingernails 
Slight speech impediment 
Cries easily 
* h i labeled, 
11 o . 1 11 and the one of the lists in eac par was 
ot r er, "No . 2 . 11 A flip of the coin for eac c pair decided 




Subj. Judges' Estimates Parents' and Second Parties' Estimates 
No. Improved ( I ) - Operational Amount Improved (I) - Degree to which directions "Was the trip 
Not Improved (NI) of Improvement Not Improved (NI) were followed worthwhile?" 
Original Medi an,', Converted Parents 2nd Part;t Parents 2nd Combined Parents 2nd 
NI .06 4 .. 94 I I 7 6 6.5 Yes Yes-
2 I .25 5.25 I I 6 3 4.5 Yes Yes 
3 I 2.25 7.25 I I 7 7 7.0 Yes Yes 
4 I 2.38 7o38 I I 6 6 6.0 Yes Yes 
5 I 2.31 7.31 I I 5 5.0 No No 
6 I .63 5 .63 I I 5 6 5.5 Yes Yes 
7 I • 13 5. 13 I I 7 4 5.5 Yes Yes 
8 I .38 5.38 I C. d. ,';,', 7 7 7.0 Yes Yes 
9 I .38 5.38 I I 5 5 5.0 Yes Yes 
10 I • 75 5.75 I same 6 6 6.0 c.d • c.a. 
11 I 2.31 7.31 I I 7 4 5.5 No Yes 
12 l 1.00 6.00 I I 6 2 I+. 0 Yes Yes 
13 NI .50 4.50 I I 4 7 5.5 Yes Yes 
14 I .88 ,.88 I I 6 6 6.0 Yes Yes 
15 I .44 5.44 I I i5 6 6.0 Yes Yes 
16 ti! I 63 4.32 I I 7 7.0 CO d. Yes 
ls I .2~ ~-22 I I 7 5 6.0 Yes Yes NI .3 .62 I same 7 7.0 Yes Yes 
(APPENDIX E, con 1t) 
19 I .50 5o50 I I 2 b 4.0 Yes Yes 
20 I .Ob 5.0b I I 3 b 4. 5 Yes Yes 
21 I • 19 5. 19 I I b b b.O Yes Yes 
22 I .25 5.25 I I b b b.O Yes Yes 
23 I 1.75 b.75 I NI b 3 4. 5 Yes c.d. 
24 NI .25 4. 75 I I b 3 4.5 C. d. Yes 
25 I .50 5.50 I ~-Q • 7 7 7.0 Yes Yes 2b I .Ob 5.0b I I b 7 b.5 Yes Yes 
27 I .44 5.44 I I b 7 b.5 Yes Yes 
28 I 1.94 b.94 I I b 7 b.5 Yes Yes 
_,_ 
Mi nus (-) indicates that the description chosen as showing improvement was the description 
of the subject 2 years prior to this study. 
;'r,', cannot decide 
